Abstract-We describe an efficient, low-cost, low-overhead system for robot localization in complex visual environments. Our system augments wheel odometry with visual orientation tracking to yield localization accuracy comparable with "pure" visual odometry at a fraction of the cost. Such a system is well-suited to consumer-level robots, small form-factor robots, extraterrestrial rovers, and other platforms with limited computational resources. Our system also benefits high-end multiprocessor robots by leaving ample processor time on all cameracomputer pairs to perform other critical visual tasks, such as obstacle detection. Experimental results are shown for outdoor, off-road loops on the order of 200 meters. Comparisons are made with corresponding results from a state-of-the-art pure visual odometer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability for a robot to localize itself can be critical for successful autonomous operation. While a globally consistent solution to the localization problem must necessarily also perform mapping [1] , many applications do not require or benefit from a globally consistent map. Locally consistent approaches such as fixed-time-window SLAM [2] and visual odometry [3] , [4] have shown great success in applications such as goal-directed navigation and localization in dynamic environments.
Wheel odometry has been a popular mainstay for robotic localization due to its low overhead and high sampling frequency. Its accuracy however is limited by wheel slip, a source of error that can be challenging to detect and correct without other sensors. Wheel slip can be particularly frequent and destructive in runs over outdoor terrain with loose or uneven ground. Full visual odometry (VO) uses feature tracking to entirely replace ground odometry, but current systems [4] require 100% of the processing time on a high-end CPU. For single-CPU autonomous robots, this cost can be prohibitive. The cost of VO can be a burden even for multi-CPU platforms, as it is often desirable for all cameracomputer pairs to be able to perform additional tasks, such as short-range obstacle detection, at high framerates in their respective fields of view.
We have implemented a visual localization system that runs at a fraction of the cost of state-of-the-art VO systems while maintaining comparable accuracy. On our multi-processor, multi-camera system, this allows a single processor-camera pair to handle VO in parallel with other visual tasks, enabling tight coupling between localization, obstacle detection, and control. Our system can be of even more use to robots with limited computational power, such as small robots, consumer-oriented platforms, or extraterrestrial rovers.
We achieve this performance gain by specializing the visual odometer to the task of tracking only one degree of freedom: the robot's bearing. This bearing estimate is combined with a wheel odometer's translation estimate to yield 3-DOF pose estimates with much-improved accuracy over wheel odometry, and comparable accuracy to 6-DOF visual odometers on low-curvature terrain. The efficiency of our system comes from the fact that tracking only the bearing allows us to operate at much lower resolutions than would be acceptable on a 6-DOF odometer. This is because the uncertainty of an object's distance grows rapidly with distance at low resolutions, while the uncertainty of its robot-relative bearing is constant. For example, at our resolution of 160x120 pixels, an uncertainty of ±0.25 pixels translates to ±0.1 degrees of yaw, but ±1.25 meters of distance for an object 6 meters away. Additional speedups are gained by using spherical image projection for more reliable feature tracking, and limiting the feature tracking to windows bounded by wheel odometer output. We show that this hybrid odometry approach achieves much of the benefit of a full visual odometer at a greatly reduced computational cost.
II. RELATED WORK
There has been much work in both wheel odometry and visual odometry (VO), while only limited attention has been paid to the intersection of the two approaches. Schaefer et. al. [5] use wheel odometry to check the output of a full VO system for errors arising from moving objects. Rather than run full visual and wheel odometry systems in parallel, we have focused on how to best exploit wheel odometry to lighten the computational burden of VO. A number of authors have used visual matching to correct IMU or GPS data on aerial platforms [6] [7] [8] . Our system is implemented on a ground rover, where many of the assumptions afforded in the air, such as nearly coplanar features and slow visual flow, do not apply.
Most other work in relative pose tracking has focused either on using non-visual sensors to detect wheel slip, or on employing full visual odometry as a complete replacement to wheel odometry.
A. Wheel odometry correction
Wheel slip can occur in many flavors, from sudden spurts of wheel speed to gently increasing drift. The latter in particular is difficult to detect by simple cross-checking against motor current or inertial sensor output, requiring more nuanced approaches. Ojeda et. al. [9] correct odometry using parameterized functions of motor current and soil cohesion. However, Maimone et. al. [10] report that such an approach fares poorly unless the soil consistency is nearly homogeneous. Ward and Iagnemma train an SVM on hand-labeled odometric and inertial sensor outputs to detect immobilization [11] . In another paper [12] , the same authors employ a model-based approach, inferring robot velocity by fusing the output of a physical model with IMU, GPS, and wheel odometry output. A simpler approach to detecting slip would be to complement odometry with the absolute position measurements provided by GPS. Unfortunately, GPS input can be sporadic and inaccurate in wooded or urban environments [13] [14] , and even under optimal conditions refreshes only once per second [15] . On our ground rover platform, we have found that one second is plenty of time for a robot to hallucinate a sharp turn due to wheel slip and react by sharply turning in the opposite direction. When driving alongside entangling vegetation or on narrow forest paths, such sudden "corrective" turns can prove catastrophic to a run. Furthermore, both GPS and odometry exhibit highly non-Gaussian error profiles, as neither GPS "jumps" nor wheel slip errors are well modeled as a random walk around a mean value. Sukkarieh et. al. [13] therefore use a chi-squared gating function to detect and discard blatantly spurious sensor outputs, and feed only vetted sensor readings to a Gaussian model, in their case an EKF sensor fusion algorithm. However, this does not address the problem of GPS's low update frequency, nor a gating function's insensitivity to gradual odometry drift at low speeds. Rather than attempting to selectively detect and correct bad rotation estimates by the wheel odometer, we have opted to replace them entirely with the more reliable rotation estimates of our visual rotation tracker.
B. Full visual odometry
Full visual odometry tracks visual features to make a differential estimate of the robot's full 6-DOF pose. Nistér et. al. [3] tracked Harris corners [16] in real time, discarding spurious feature associations between frames using RANSAC [17] . Konolige et. al. improved upon this in their own real-time system by incorporating bundle adjustment to reduce drift [4] . However, their system occupies all of the processor time on a high-end CPU, requiring additional computers to handle other aspects of autonomous operation such as mapping and planning. The NASA Mars Exploration Vehicle is hit particularly hard by the computational demands of full VO, which can take up to 3 minutes per frame on its 20 MHz processor, leading to an average movement of 10m/hour [10] . By contrast, our system is implemented on the same robotic platform used in [4] where one of its two camera-computer pairs is dedicated to the task of real-time full VO. However, this leaves that camera-computer pair unable to perform other potentially critical tasks on its field of view, such as obstacle detection. For this reason, we have chosen our more lightweight approach.
III. ALGORITHM
In the interest of keeping running costs down, our system tracks only six patches per frame, tracking wide image patches at low resolution. The system samples patches from a region around the horizon, interpreting their horizontal motion from frame to frame as a rotation of the robot. There are two challenges to this approach: one is that a small number of features may be less robust to mismatches. The other is that a robot driving in a straight line will see features drift towards the sides of the image as it drives by ("parallax drift"). Under a naïve implementation, such horizontal motion in the image would be incorrectly interpreted as a rotation. In this section we give a walkthrough of our algorithm, paying particular attention to the solutions to the above problems. The overall algorithm is as follows:
1) Re-map the image to remove feature size distortions due to planar projection. 2) Sample features from a small region of the previous frame selected using wheel odometry. 3) Search for the sampled features in the current frame, again limiting the search area using wheel odometry. 4) Cross-validate the features' motions between frames and discard any outliers. 5) Localize the robot in the current frame by replacing the wheel odometry's rotation estimate with that of the visual odometer, and rotating the translation estimate by the difference in rotations.
A. Re-map image to a spherical projection
Because we track a small number of image patches per frame, care must be taken to minimize the number of mismatched patches. We use wide patches subtending eight degrees of yaw, as larger patches tend to be more distinctive. However, such large features stretch when moved from the center of the image to the edges, where each pixel subtends a smaller solid angle. This distortion can cause mismatches when searching for features that have moved from the center of the image to near an edge, or vice-versa. To remove this Parallax from pure forward motion. We wish to limit our attention to objects which will not shift under parallax from frame to frame. In a spherical image where each pixel subtends θp radians of yaw, this requires that the bearing θ of the object not change more than θp/2. Given upper limits on θ and the frame-toframe translation d, we may solve for a minimum distance r. We avoid parallax by detecting distance using stereo data calculated earlier for obstacle detection, and ignoring all features closer than r.
distortion, we remap the camera image using a "spherical projection", where each pixel row and column covers a fixed amount of vehicle-relative pitch and yaw [φ p , θ p ], respectively (figure 1). We define the mapping from camera image coordinates [i, j] to spherical image coordinates [k, l] as:
Here, a is a chosen ratio of radians per pixel, and
is the pitch and yaw of the view ray corresponding to the upper-left pixel in the spherical image. We choose a as being the radians-per-pixel of the center pixel in the planar image. We perform this mapping using a precalculated coordinate look-up table.
B. Sampling features
Even when the robot is moving straight forward, any feature except for those directly in front of the robot will drift towards the side of the image as the robot drives by. If we are to interpret the horizontal motion of features as robot rotation, we must limit our features to those for which this frame-to-frame "parallax drift" is less than half a pixel in the spherical image, and therefore undetectable. As shown in figure 2, this constraint defines a minimum value for a feature's distance r as a function of its bearing θ, the maximum possible travel of the camera between frames d, and the yaw subtended by a pixel in the spherical image θ p :
With a sufficiently reliable stereo vision system with which to estimate r, one could threshold all features in the image by their distance. However, the threshold r min increases with bearing θ, and stereo depth is unreliable for faraway features at low image resolutions. We therefore opt to limit our sampling to a small range of yaw −θ max < θ < θ max centered on the frontal direction θ = 0. We then substitute θ max for θ in equation 3 to derive a corresponding minimum distance r min . Any feature closer than r min is deemed unfit for use. When an insufficient number of viable landmarks are found in a particular frame, the pose for that frame is estimated using wheel odometry. In practice, this happens relatively rarely outdoors. Even in dense forests such as the one in figure 4 (c), the many nearby obstacles (trees) caused our hybrid VO system to defer to wheel odometry on only 7.9% of the frames. We found that this was sufficiently low to maintain good performance on uneven and slippery forest ground. Two exceptions where distal features may be intermittent are areas that are dense with eye-level vegetation, or extremely hilly areas where the terrain regularly rises to eye level within r min meters. The former situation can be mitigated by slowing down to reduce d, and therefore reduce r min , when VO finds itself frequently delegating to wheel odometry. The latter case of severely hilly terrain presents mapping difficulties for any 3-DOF model, though our visual tracker still presents an improvement over wheel odometry for control purposes.
On our system, we estimate distance using the dense stereo image already calculated by another component for the purposes of obstacle detection. If no such calculation is already being done, the approach of [4] may be used, where stereo disparity is calculated for each patch rather than for all pixels. Our use of stereo information is distinguished by its low requirement for depth precision. We need only establish whether a patch is close enough to drift due to parallax between neighboring frames. The lower the resolution, the looser this requirement becomes, as features need to drift farther to cause noticeable pixel shift. This low dependence on depth precision enables our method to operate efficiently on low resolution video. By contrast, pure VO methods that use the depth estimate to measure translation are more sensitive to the high depth uncertainty at low image resolutions.
The choice of θ max can be made based on the robot's expected speed, environment, and camera geometry. On our platform, the cameras point off to the sides, thereby making the frontal direction close to one side of the spherical image (see figure 1(b) ). We therefore chose θ max to be the absolute value of the yaw of that side, namely ±0.09 or ±0.14 radians depending on the eye. This left 15% to 23% of the horizon image available for sampling. Using these θ max values, along with a d of 0.13 meters (1.3 m/s / 10 Hz), equation 3 yields minimum distances r min of 2.42m and 3.69m.
The region defined by −θ max < θ < θ max is further shrunk on all sides by half the patch dimensions before searching for Harris corners in one of its channels. These corners are used to find suitable points from which to sample RGB patches. The shrinkage is done to ensure that patches centered on these corners are completely contained within −θ max < θ < θ max . The horizon images labeled "previous frame" in figure 3 show this region in blue. As each image patch is selected, the Harris corners under that patch are set to zero as a form of non-max suppression. We sample 6 patches measuring 13 x 3 pixels, or 7.6 by 1.75 degrees of solid angle, or 11% by 3% of the field of view. Note that while we sample in a narrow region, the search region is not so constrained. Therefore, θ max does not present a limit on our robot's rotation rate. figure 4 . "Previous frame" shows the spherically projected horizon image. Harris corners are detected in a region shown in blue, defined either as the frontal direction ( figure 3(a) ), or as what will become the frontal direction in the current frame, according to wheel odometry ( figure 3(b) ). Image patches are sampled around the strongest corners. "Current frame" shows their matches in the current frame. "Search windows" shows their search areas, defined to span the patch's position in the previous frame and its position in the current frame as predicted by wheel odometry. Figure 3 (b) has wider search windows because the robot is in the middle of a sharp turn. "Patches" shows the isolated patches. The patch framed by yellow dots is a discarded outlier patch. Comparing the yellow rectangle in the previous and current frames, we can see that it has shifted by one pixel relative to the other patches.
C. Searching for patches
In outdoor environments, it is a common occurrence for the robot to rotate less than reported by wheel odometry ("wheel slip"). The opposite case of the robot rotating significantly more than the wheels ("wheel skid") is far less common under vehicle speeds typically operated under by autonomous vehicles [12] . We therefore trust our odometry to set an upper limit on the expected patch motion from frame to frame. Vehicles that do operate at skid-inducing speeds may choose to employ low-resolution whole-image matching, used by Klein et al [18] for efficient high-speed tracking, to provide another prior for the patch locations. When searching for image patches, we limit our search window to a region that encompasses the patch's position in the previous frame and the patch's position in the current frame, as predicted by wheel odometry. This window is inflated on all sides by half the patch dimensions for an added measure of safety. We apply a normalized cross-correlation of the image patch with this search window, and choose the maximum as the best-matching location.
On our platform, the camera used for VO points off to one side, putting the frontal direction near the side of the image. Features sampled from this area are easily scrolled off that frontal side of the screen when the robot turns away from it. We therefore choose the sampling location using wheel odometry. If it indicates a turn away from the frontal side, we sample not from the previous image's frontal region, but from the area that will become the frontal region in the current frame, according to odometry. In order for both these regions to be scrolled off the screen, almost the entire image must be scrolled off-screen in either direction. This is an impossibility on our system, given its maximum turn rate of π radians per second.
D. Cross-validate matches
The change in yaw of an image patch from the previous frame to the current frame is that patch's estimate of the robot's rotation. To detect outliers, we cross-validate by having each patch "vote" for every other patch whose estimate differs by less than θ p . Patches whose vote tally is more than half the number of patches are deemed reliable, while others are rejected as outliers. The rotation estimate shared by all inliers is taken as the robot's rotation between the previous and current frames. When using a small number of patches, a pair of frames may occasionally present no patches with a sufficient number of votes. On such frames we let the wheel odometer supply the change in pose.
E. Localizing the robot
The robot's current pose is estimated as:
Where p and p are the current and previous pose estimates, ∆p w is the change in pose as reported by wheel odometry, θ v and θ w are the change in yaw as reported by visual odometry and wheel odometry, and R θ is a rotation matrix representing a yaw rotation by θ. The concatenation R θv 2 R −θw expresses the fact that we undo the odometry-reported rotation θ w and replace it with θv 2 . We use the midpoint method to numerically integrate the pose forward, hence the use of θv 2 rather than θ v .
In blending visual and non-visual odometry, we chose not to employ probabilistic model-based sensor fusion techniques, due to the highly non-Gaussian nature of wheel slip in outdoor terrain (see section II-A). However it is simple enough to model the uncertainty of our bearing-only visual odometer, allowing for model-based sensor fusion with other sensors, or with wheel odometry in settings in which it is better behaved. In section III-C, we described how we search for image patches by calculating its normalized crosscorrelation within a search area, choosing the peak yaw θ o as its matching location. We may locally fit a normal distribution N (θ o , σ) to this peak, finding standard deviation σ by matching the second derivative of N (θ o , σ) to the numerical second derivative of the cross correlation profile around the peak. The procedure may be repeated for all patches within our consensus set, and their individual uncertainties σ i may be merged in the standard manner to yield the standard deviation of the bearing estimate:
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The system described in this paper has been deployed on the DARPA/NREC LAGR platform, an autonomous outdoor rover. The robot runs on two powered wheels and two passive casters, and takes input from wheel encoders, an IMU, and a GPS unit. In addition it takes visual input from Vehicle trajectories, as measured using wheel odometry + IMU, wheel odometry + IMU + GPS, full VO [4] , and visioncorrected wheel odometry. Non-GPS trajectories are aligned to the initial orientation estimate given by GPS, which can be noisy. In figure 4(a) , the robot's initial pose and final pose are identical. A trajectory's correctness may therefore be evaluated by the size of the opening in the loop. In figure 4 (b) the robot follows the sidewalk between the robot's first turn and sixth turn. The sidewalk's shape serves as ground truth during this segment. In figure 4(c) , the robot traverses a narrow forest path, then backtracks down the same path. GPS is inaccurate and disruptive in wooded areas such as these.
two stereo camera pairs, pointing slightly to the left and to the right, with fields of view that overlap slightly around the frontal direction. The robot provides three user-accessible computers, one of which runs the VO system described in this paper. We have implemented all software components in Lush, an interpreted language with compilable functions. The visual odometer is entirely compiled, and runs on one of the camera computers. We captured the camera images at a low resolution of 160 x 120 pixels, and used six image patches of 13 x 3 pixels. The Intel Performance Primitives (IPP) library was used for the spherical image transform, Harris corner detection, and normalized cross-correlation. The hybrid VO system runs within the same thread as the short-range stereobased obstacle detector [19] , running at 6 Hz. The processor time is also shared by a long-range (5 to 150 meters) obstacle detector [20] running in a separate thread at 1 Hz. The "IMU + wheel" and "GPS + IMU + wheel" trajectories shown in figure 4 were calculated using tuned EKF pose estimators provided with the platform.
V. RESULTS
The hybrid VO system has been tested on various types of outdoor terrain including the area around an office building, an open field, and a narrow path through a forest. For the results presented here, we recorded logs in these settings, and ran both our hybrid VO and the full 6-DOF VO of [4] on them, as a benchmark for accuracy and processor time. Figure 4 shows the pose trajectories of three runs. Predictably, wheel odometry fused with IMU consistently fares the worst. The EKF fusion of wheel odometry, IMU, and GPS does better, except in the forest where the GPS signal can be both sporadic and inaccurate. Even with clear GPS reception, the GPS-aided trajectory features discontinuities due to satellites coming in and out of reception. Full VO and hybrid VO perform comparably in all three runs, except for figure 4(b) , where a forward wheel slip was deliberately induced by running the robot up against a curb that was too high to surmount. All but the full visual odometer are fooled into believing that the robot made it over the curb. The plot in 4(c) shows the robot going down a narrow path through a forest. Accurate, high-frequency estimates of the robot bearing are particularly important in such settings, where false rotations due to wheel slip are frequent, and can cause a robot to counter-steer into entangling obstacles on each side. The hybrid VO retraces the path accurately after a quick 180-degree turn. Figure 5 shows the drift from GPS (taken here to represent ground truth) over time for wheel odometry, hybrid VO, and pure VO. The data is from 10 randomly chosen runs, manually vetted for inaccurate GPS such as that of figure  4(c) .
The CPU cost of each of these runs are reported in table I. The runtimes shown are those of a Pentium 4M laptop at The per-frame cost and the fraction of frames successfully processed are shown. While our system does not track translations, it does use range information to rule out features that are too close to the robot. As discussed in section III-B, we get this information "for free" by appropriating the stereo image already calculated by our obstacle classification system. If no such stereo image data is available, we can also adopt the approach of [4] , where a patch is searched for in the other stereo camera to estimate distance on a perpatch rather than per-pixel basis. In table I, the runtimes for running just the hybrid VO, and for running the hybrid VO with per-patch stereo matching, are shown separately. The full VO runtime is best compared to the latter.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have presented an efficient hybrid wheel/visual odometer capable of localizing an autonomous robot in unstructured outdoor terrain at 5 to 10 percent of the computational cost of existing VO systems. Hybrid VO has the potential to enable accurate visual localization on platforms for which previous VO systems are prohibitively demanding. We have tested our system in outdoor terrain of varying visual complexity, including open fields with minimal visual features, and forest paths where GPS is error-prone and roots and leaves make wheel slip frequent.
We are currently working on using bearing-only VO to bootstrap an additional "translation-only VO" step that operates on very nearby patches at the bottom of the image. Such patches have usually been difficult to track, as small features on the ground are often indistinct, whereas larger areas of texture may require a rotation-invariant representation. Using the rotation estimate from bearing-only VO, large ground patches may be rotated in the local ground plane to their expected orientations in the current frame. The distance to such nearby patches may be estimated with stereo vision at a reasonable accuracy even at low resolutions. We expect such a 3-DOF VO system to be far cheaper than existing VO methods, which estimate translation and rotation simultaneously, requiring higher resolutions.
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